
 
Piatra Craiului Mountains 

 “The King´s Rock” 

 Piatra Craiului Mountains are a mountain range in the Southern Carpathians 
in Romania. In Romanian "Piatra Craiului" means “The King´s Rock”. 



 Piatra Craiului form a narrow and saw-like ridge, which is about 25 km long. 
The highest elevation in the massif is the "Vârful La Om" or Piscul Baciului 
(Shepherd's Peak) at 2238 metres. 

 The ridge is regarded as one of the most beautiful sites in the Carpathian's. 
The two-day north–south ridge trail is both challenging and rewarding. Starting at 
either Plaiul Foii in the north-west or Curmătura in the north-east, walkers climb up 
to the ridge before following a somewhat precarious path along the narrow spine. 
The descent at the southern end leads into a karst landscape of deep gorges and 
pitted slopes where water penetrating the rock has carved a series of caves. 
  
 Zărneşti is the most important town for visiting the national park. It is also 
an ideal starting point for approaches in the northern part of the massif. This town 
lies at a distance of 28 km from the city of Braşov, by road, bus or railway. From 
Zărnești, an 11 km long road makes the connection with the comfortable chalet 
"Plaiul Foii", which is a good starting point for climbing the ridge. 
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Trail : La Lanturi and the Northern Ridge 

 Trail:        I. Plaiul Foii (849 m) - II. Spirla Refuge (1419 m) - III. Grind 2 Refuge (2195 m) - IV. ”Vârful 
La Om"(2238 m) - V. Varful Ascutit Refuge (2047 m) - VI. Curmatura Hut - VII. Zarnesti 

#  I. Plaiul Foii -  II. Spirla Refuge 
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 From Plaiul Foii to Spirla the trail goes half way on a forest road and mid 
way trough it transforms itself into a path going up in the forest. The distance can 
be covered in about 2h30min, considering medium backpacks. The trail goes 
trough the forest and it is fairly easy.  20 min from Spirla there is a source of water. 
Nearby the refuge there is a camping place for several tents. 

# II. Spirla Refuge - III. Refuge Grind 2- IV. Varful La om- V. Varful Ascutit 
Refuge- VI. Curmatura Hut

 The first part of the trail from Spirla to Grind 2 it is considered to be one of 
the most difficult trails in the Romanian Carpathians. It has 7 via ferratas, almost 
1400 m level difference and vertical climbs.  
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 Depending on the meteorological conditions and the fitness of the group 
this section can be done in one day ( about 10 h ) or split in 2 days, stoping either 
at Grind 2 Refuge or Sharp Peak Refuge. In  order to avoid sleeping on the ridge 
an option can be a Grind Refuge which is the East side equivalent refuge for 
Spirla Refuge.  
 NB : there are no sources of water on the ridge or near it. Once you left 
Spirla the closest water sources are on the East side of the ridge.  
 After reaching the Grind 2 Refuge on the ridge of the mountains the trail 
becomes friendlier. It is still difficult being a ridge path but the difference of level 
it is not so big.  
 Reaching Curmatura Hut there is a camping place and if planned and 
reserved in advance one can have accommodation or camp. They have a 
restaurant and a bar. From Curmatura there are several other trails that start, 
including a path straight to Plaiul Foii, so it can be a good idea to have a break of 
a day or two and just explore around. 
  
#  VI. Curmatura Hut - VII. Zarnesti  

 Low intensity trail, similar to Plaiul Foii - Spirla Refuge. Duration : 2h30. 
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Facts :

-Piatra Craiului is a compact mountain range, perfect for day hikes or climbs 
-The main ridge trail is normally covered in two days. Talking of difficulty, the way-
marked trail is mostly the British scrambling grade 1, and at a few spots grade 2 
-In summertime, in good weather conditions, no heavy pack on one's back, a hike 
along the marks (which traverse the most difficult parts of the crest) takes over 10 
hours  
-The actual length of the whole main ridge is nearly 25km  
-The west half of the trail that forms the division line is a scenic route known as La 
Lanţuri (“At the Chains"), passing by some beautiful limestone arches at a spot 
called La Zaplaz 
-The west face of the Piatra Craiului is an imposing wall whose highest parts are 
virtually inaccessible for non-technical climbers, except for a few routes, such as 
La Lanţuri (marked with red and white stripes, secured with metal cables at several 
spots) and a couple of unmarked paths reaching UIAA grade II, that is to say more 
or less YDS 5.2 or perhaps 5.3 in terms of technical difficulty (In wet conditions the 
limestone gets very slippery and hazards can increase drastically)  
- All the touristic mountain paths in the Carpathians are marked with different 
signs ( red and white stripes, red dot, yellow dot, blue cross, red triangle etc ) 
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